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Case Number: S2023000022 

 
Release Date: 04/09/2020 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue:   Window Slow To Raise Or Lower May Be Noisy 
 

Discussion: Root cause analysis of door components returned shows multiple repair 
attempts and several components like window motors and mechanisms showing no 
failures.  
 
If the customer complains a window has a slow movement with or without noise, verify 
that glass run seal is clear and clean of any dirt or debris and the window is in the 
window run seal. Clean window track, window, and glass run seal if dirt or debris is 
found. If the window is not in window track or run seal, repair condition using original 
glass run seal if no deformities are found in the seal. If glass run seal is deformed, 
replace glass run seal. Refer to Service Information 23 - Body / Door – Front (or Rear) 
/ CHANNEL, Door Glass / Removal and Installation.  
 
Note>>>If lubricant is needed during repair, use Mopar part # 04773427AB or 
05019059AB (approved Krytox lubricant for weatherstrip).  
 
If the window still operates slowly after the above has been performed, if not already 
done so- replace the window run seal and re-test.   
 
Verification: Roll the window up and down fully 3 times to verify the issue repeats. 
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Front Door Glass Window Run Item 2. 

 

 
Rear Door Glass Window Run Item 4. 


